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In this silly Bright and Early Book classic by Dr. Seuss, a young boy goes exploring in his house and

finds an array of fun characters! Are you certain thereâ€™s a Jertain in the curtain? Or have you

ever had a feeling thereâ€™s a Geeling on the ceiling? From the pesky Nooth Grush on a tooth

brush to a sleepy Zelf up on the shelf, Thereâ€™s a Wocket in My Pocket will have young readers

eager to explore their homes and the wonders of rhyming and wordplay. Combining brief and funny

stories, easy words, catchy rhythm, and lively illustrations, Bright and Early Books are an ideal way

to introduce the joys of reading to children.
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There's a Wocket in my Pocket is yet another prime catch in the vast sea of delectable Dr. Seuss

books. It's difficult to find a Dr. Seuss book one wouldn't recommend highly, and this is no

exception. Seuss's simple rhymes are consistently as amusing as they are useful; his books are

bastions of creative nonsense that simultaneously encourage the joy of wordplay. This edition of the

1974 treasure features vibrant full-color illustrations, with the added bonus of a virtually

indestructible board-book format. Kids can hunt for the zamp in the lamp, the jertain behind the

curtain, even the nooth grush on the toothbrush, and no matter how exuberant their exploring gets,



the book will remain intact for the next reading. (Ages 0 to 4) --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

"[Dr. Seuss] has...instilled a lifelong love of books, learning and reading [in children]" - The

Telegraph"Dr. Seuss ignites a child's imagination with his mischievous characters and zany verses"

- The Express"The magic of Dr. Seuss, with his hilarious rhymes, belongs on the family bookshelf" -

Sunday Times Magazine --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I thought this particular board book was a bit lackluster. Board books are wonderful because smaller

children can turn the pages (without ripping them), the stories tend to be short (to keep attention

spans) and the illustrations are colorful (drawing attention from small children). This story, however,

wasn't much fun as a story for either myself or my daughter, but that doesn't mean another child

won't love it. If nothing else, the board book itself peaks her interest, and that makes me happy.

I am a big fan of the Dr Seuss books but I can find no redeeming qualities for this one. The rhymes

border on idiocy. It is like Dr Seuss was given a deadline to write a book at 4pm on Friday. The

"Nupboards in the Cupboards?" Come on. And the cellar part is awful. Just making something up

and changing the first letter of the thing you are rhyming to is not clever.I recommend Wonderful

sounds of Mr Brown, the ABC book, and Fox in Socks. Those are fun and at least there is some

level of education to reading them to a toddler. Pass on this one.

I am not really sure if made up words are great to present to a toddler that has a 20 word max

vocabulary, but my little one sure loves this book. I guess she even recognizes at a very young age

that it is pretty amusing. It is one of her favorite books right now. I am a huge fan of the board book

version because she takes this to bed with her & it has bite marks all over it & still functions well!

A great read for your kids, grand children or the neighbors. I bought this book for my grand children

who live in Louisiana. In Massachusetts, my daughter was surrounded by great educational

opportunities, in Louisiana, not so much. I wanted my grandchildren to be exposed to a

Massachusetts author, Dr. Seuss, who has a flair for mangling the English language to a fault. In the

process the kids start seeing the flexibility of English in speech and literature. It is all about fun!

I bought this book so that my daughter can start reading to her son and he really loves sitting on the



couch with this book.

What can I say, we love Dr Suess!! The book is tiny, perfect for my 6-month old to hold and look at

the very colorful pictures.

Such a great book! One of my daughter's favorites!!

Best little book ever. Short sweet and funny. Its sold for little ones who lare rough on thing.
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